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For the thousands of people who loved To Heaven and Back, Heaven is for Real,Â and Proof of

Heaven,a warm and detailed account of life between livesâ€”and our lives to comeÂ What happens

when someone dies? What does it feel like? What exactly is the light at the end of the tunnel? Is

reincarnation real? And if so, do spirits have any influence over their lives to come?Â Based on his

own amazing experiences communicating with those who have passed over, Barry Eaton answers

these questions about the spirit world, and many, many more. Taking the reader on a journey

through the realm of the spirit, the author details the whole process of crossing into the next life,

from the journey â€œhome,â€• to adapting to new living conditions in the afterlife, and even delving

into what kinds of activities will be available there, and how we can be prepared for our own

personal journey.Â This book will give hope, alleviate fear, and provide comfort for anyone who has

questions or concerns about life after death.
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â€œEatonâ€™s Afterlife is concise and detailed, covering considerable ground on the subject of life

after death, without being overwhelming or heavyâ€¦ Every reader will find something to connect with

in this book or open up completely to new ideas.â€•â€“ Retailing Insight"'Afterlife is a profound book

written from the heart in the light of truth."â€“ Ruth Parnell, Nexus magazine â€œTo my ever-curious

mind, books with this much meat are priceless. This is one to savor, bit by bit and really check in

with yourself and see what it stirs up. It could very well be the start of a whole new path for



you!â€•â€“ Pathways Magazine"Barryâ€™s experience of the afterlife is unique amongst the many

that are now talking, writing and teaching about it. He didnâ€™t die and comeback as is most

commonly the inspiration of those that tell their stories (called NDEâ€™s or near death experiences).

He experienced a previous life, his death in that life, the afterlife that followed and his birth into this

life. His message is inspirational, humorous, joyful and emphatic: we donâ€™t ever actually die!"â€“

Uncommon Awareness"Afterlife will provide hope, alleviate fear and offer comfort to many readers,

and also offers advice on how to prepare for our own personal journey."â€“ Larry Cox, Florida

Weekly

Barry Eaton, while known primarily in Australia as a radio and TV personality, discovered that the

universe had different plans for him. While studying astrology, Barry was led to develop his psychic

and clairvoyant skills. He is an intuitive reader, has conducted a meditation and development group

in Sydney for over ten years, and currently hosts an internet radio program on RadioOutThere.com.

Well written, easy to read - I find 'afterlife' a very informative narrative which rings true with what I've

come to believe and understand over the years. Good reading for ones new to all this or for the

long-time seeker.

I loved it!! I could not put book down!!!... but maybe for someone new to this subject it would be too

much. Since I experienced some of the phases in deep meditation, I want more details in some

parts which I could not experience and they are not explained, but.... GREAT BOOK! This book is

confirmation for me that my experience is not my imagination and that LOVE EXIST as I

experienced it. Thank you.

It gave another view of what Life After Death can be like. I lost my adult son in a car accident. I was

looking for answers to the many questions I have.

Compelling author and informative book for a thoughtful read.

I have read quite few afterlife books, or similar subject, including all Michael Newton's work, but, I

found this one is the best of all so far, and it is the most well written and extremely informative. The

style of the writing is to my like, very conclusive and it covers a lot.Like it , will read it again !



I had a sudden and unexpected death in my immediate family and felt it very deeply. This book

made me feel much better and helped make my loss easier. It also made a lot of sense to me as I

already believed most of it was true from other studies I've done in the past.

Very interesting to read of signs from the afterlife. I have experienced two of these signs and now

am convinced that my father and my brother have reached out to me. Such a wonderful feeling!

After reading this booked of the afterlife! I now know I will be ready for the day I need to go home to

the Creator!It has certainly awaking a lot of knowledge for me to get busy and start enjoying my life

here! Just knowing how awesome it is going to be when I past over!
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